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Introduction:
This is a report on the research progress made in the first year of a two
year grant from the NASA ADP program (grant # NAG5-2999). This
grant was awarded for the investigation of multiple shells around Wolf-
Rayet stars. Primarily, the investigation was to involve the analysis of
IRAS image data, particularly HIRES (high resolution) IRAS data, of the
regions surrounding all galactic Wolf-Rayet stars. The intent of this
investigation is to define parameters, such as time periods and mass-loss
rates, associated with the multiple phases expected in the evolution of Wolf-
Rayet stars. The use of the IRAS enables the cool gaseous material
surrounding these stars to be visualized. Generally, only a portion of this
gas can be seen in optical emission-lines and few Wolf-Rayet stars show
large optical emission-line shells associated with their original O star
progenitors.
Summary of Investigations:
In the past year the following work has been completed.
1. The completion of a complementary optical emission-line survey of the
nebulae associated with Wolf-Rayet stars in the southern sky.
2. The completion of a survey the large-scale environments of Wolf-Rayet
stars using IRAS Skyflux data.
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3. The creation of HIRES IRAS maps in the four IRAS wavebands for
approximately half of all galactic Wolf-Rayet stars (the rest are currently
being created).
Summary of Data Analysis Results:
The results of two of the above investigations have been presented for
publication. A presentation of the work undertaken with the aid of this
grant was also made at the 187th American Astronomical Society (AAS)
meeting in San Antonio, TX, 14-18 January, 1996. Copies of the two
papers, "A Survey of Nebulae Around Galactic Wolf-Rayet Stars in the
Southern Sky III. Survey Completion and Conclusions" by A. P. Marston
(presented for publication in Astrophysical Journal Supplement) and
"Large IRAS Shells Around Galactic Wolf-Rayet Stars and the O Star
Phase of Wolf-Rayet Evolution" by A. P. Marston (presented for
publication in the Astronomical Journal), are attached to this report. An
abstract of the AAS meeting presentation is also attached.
Some of the main conclusions of these papers are:
1. Optical ring nebulae are consistent with the expected evolution of single
(rather than binary) Wolf-Rayet stars.
2. Ring nebulae are consistent with a three phase evolution of Wolf-Rayet
star from an O star progenitor, through a heavy mass-loss phase to the
Wolf-Rayet phase.
3. The presence of wind-blown and ejecta shells appears to be independent
of environment, suggesting such shells are primarily associated with the
evolution of the Wolf-Rayet star and not with material accumulated from
the local environment.
4. Large (>20') IRAS shells are seen around nearly a third of all Wolf-
Rayet stars. These are also consistent with single, rather than binary, Wolf-
Rayet star evolution, and appear to have been created by the sweeping up
of the interstellar medium by the wind of the O star progenitor.
5. Time periods for the evolution of large IRAS shells are consistent with
the predictions of the theory of single massive star evolution.
6. A possible trend exists between the mass of the progenitor to the O star
and the local density of its surroundings.
Further investigations using HIRES data have shown the existence of
previously unseen ejecta and wind-blown shells. An example is that of the
nebula surrounding WR16 (see Fig. 1). The detailed morphology of many
ejecta nebulae is now also available with HIRES data. Optical and HIRES
data associated with the ring nebula(e) surrounding WR6 are currently
being prepared for publication.
Publications:
The following are associated with this NASA grant.
Marston, A. P., & Yocum, D. R., 1996, BAAS, 27, 1345.
Marston, A. P., "A Survey of Nebulae Around Galactic Wolf-Rayet Stars
in the Southern Sky III. Survey Completion and Conclusions", submitted to
Astrophysical Journal Supplement.
Marston, A. P., "Large IRAS Shells Around Galactic Wolf-Rayet Stars and
the O Star Phase of Wolf-Rayet Evolution", submitted to the Astronomical
Journal.
Marston, A. P., "On the Origin of the Nebulae Surrounding the Wolf-
Rayet Plus Compact Companion Candidate Star WR6", in preparation.
Future Investigations:
In the second year of the program we expect to have investigated HIRES
data of regions associated with at least 90% of all known galactic Wolf-
Rayet stars. These will provide particularly useful information regarding
the ejecta rings surrounding many of these stars, including the likely
lifetime of the mass-loss phase and total mass lost.
A small expansion to the program involves the investigation of mid- and
far-infrared data associated with the Wolf-Rayet stars themselves in order
to determine any evolutionary properties of the dust creation observed in
near-infrared observations of the winds of these stars.
Fig. I : The 60 micron HIRES IRAS image of the ring nebula around
WR16. The field of view is 15'x15'.
Further Information:
For any further information regarding this project, please contact the
principal investigator.
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Abstract:
We present IRAS Skyflux and high resolution (HIRES)
images of the environments of galactic Wolf-Rayet stars.
These form part of a complete sample of all galactic Wolf-
Rayet stars observed by IRAS, a total of some 160 stars.
The intent of this survey is to obtain information on the
large bubbles expected from the early O star phase of
Wolf-Rayet stars, as well as providing estimates of the
dust and gas masses of any ejecta shells occurring after the
O star phase, and seen interior to the O star bubbles. So
far, a total of more than 40 probable or suspected shells of
>20' in diameter have been observed in our data, which
may be associated with Wolf-Rayet stars. We indicate how
information from this work may be used to pin down parts
of the evolutionary sequence of Wolf-Rayet stars,
including estimates of the time periods for which both WN
and WC subtypes spend in an O star and heavy wind
stage.
A Survey of Nebulae Around Galactic Wolf-Rayet Stars
in the Southern Sky III. Survey Completion and
Conclusions. 1
A. P. Marston
Dept. of Phy.sics _' Astronomy, Drake University, Des Moines, IA 50311
1 Based o11 observations made using the Curtis Schmidt, CTIO. CTIO is operated by tile
Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc., under contract with the National
t * eSclenc _ Foundation.
Submitted to Astrophysical Journal Supplement.
Abstract
We present the conclusion of a narrow-band optical CCD survey
of \Volf-Ravet stars in the southern portion of the Milky \\ray. In this
part of the survey we complete our survey of the southern galaxy and
report the detection of 10 new optical nebulae associated with Wolf-
Rayet stars. This brings the final survey total to 40 Wolf-Rayet stars
with associated nebulae in 114 southern galactic fields for a 35% detec-
tion rate. Our results suggest that the galactic environment has little
apparent effect on the detection rate of nebulae associated with WR
stars. Indeed, a more important role in the production of nebulae is
likely to be played by the evolution of the central star. The survey re-
sults also suggest a slightly higher incidence of nebula detection around
WN stars over WC stars, although nebulae associated with WC stars
are noted as being generally larger and some may have been missed
through being larger than the CCD array used. Indeed, the increased
rate of nebula detection compared to that of a northern galaxy survey
can be accounted for soMy through the fact that a larger region of
sky around the Wolf-Rayet stars was imaged in our southern survey as
compared to the northern survey. Larger nebulae existing around WC
as opposed to WN stars are also consistent with the current theory of
the evolution of Wolf-Rayet stars from WN to WC.
1 Introduction:
Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars are believed to be
the 1)are cores of evolved, massive stars. Stel-
lar evolution models suggest that 0 stars
of between 25 and 120 M. evolve to WR
stars (Maeder _% Meynet, 1994). Tile WR
stars so formed are tyl)ically hetween 10 and
20 M,:.,, with the rest of their mass being
eiected over the course of their lifetimes (e.g.,
Langer, 1990). Although WR stars presently
lose significant mass in strong stellar winds,
their current mass-loss rates are insufficient
to account for the ejection of their former O
star envelopes. Therefore, at some period in
the past -- perhaps during earlier red super-
giant (RSG) and/or Luminous Blue Variable
(LBV) phases (tlumphreys, 1991; Kastner &
Weintraub, 1995) WR stars underwent
phases of extreme mass-loss. If such is the
case, then considerable amounts of circum-
stellar material is expected to exist around
WR stars. In two previous papers (Marston et
nl., 1994a, henceforth paper I; Marston et el.,
1991b, henceforth paper II) narrow-band op-
tical imaging observations were presented of
the environments of galactic WR stars in the
southern sky. These illustrated that a consid-
erable number of WR stars do indeed have as-
sociated, circumstellar emission-line nebulae.
These observations suggested that circumstel-
lar nebulae are almost ubiquitous. Indeed, a
mm31)er of WR stars appear to have multiple,
concentric nebular rings (paper II; Marston,
1995a; l)opita et el., 1994). The existence
of circumstellar material around WR stars,
and particularly multil)le concentric rings, en-
ables indication of the evolution of these stars
from study of their associated nebulae. A
standar(I three-t)hase evolution of a massive
O star through a. heavy mass-loss stage to a
W R phase is iinplied fl'om Ol.)tical and infrared
observations (e.g. Marston, 1995a; Marston,
1995b).
In this paper we present the completion of
our narrow-band optical survey of the envi-
ronments of WR stars in the southern galaxy,
and indicate the properties of the associated
nebulae and factors affecting their detection.
We also consider what cireumstellar evidence
exists for WR subtype evolution from WN to
WC.
2 Observations:
The observations presented in this paper
were made at, the 24" Curtis Schmidt tele-
scope at Cerro ]5101o Interamerican Obser-
vatory on the nights of 15 - 19 May, 1994.
Observations were made using a 1024x1024
Thomson CCD chip, covering an approxi-
mately 31'x 31' field of view, together with
narrow-band filters centered on the optical
H_ (6563_, bandwidth 12_) emission line.
Typical integration times were 600 or 900 sec-
onds. A table of the observations made for
this final part of the survey is presented in
Table 1.
3 Results:
In papers I and II a total of 30 of 88 WR
stars in the southern galaxy were observed as
having associated circumstellar nebulae. Here
we present the results of imaging the final
26 southern galactic WR environments (plus
WR99 was imaged but is no longer classi-
fied as a WR star, and WR 94 was reim-
aged due to dark count problems in earlier
CCD imaging work). Of these, a total of 10
have evidence of associated eireumstellar neb-
ulae. Brief descriptions of new WR nebulae
are presented below. Table 2 indicates the ob-
served size and classification of the new neb-
ulae. Classification is after Chu (1981),with
W (wind-blown lmbble from the WR phase),
E (ejecta fl'om a mass-lossphase)or R (ra-
diative from the 0 star wind-blown bubble
phase)nebular types.
3.1 WR20:
A partial outer ring (R; diameter of 43') is
observed to tile north of this WN4.5 star (see
Fig. 1). Some evidence of a continuation of
the ring exists to the north west of the star.
3.2 WR20a/b:
These two stars, part of the Westerhmd 2
open cluster are 1)oth of type WN7 (Shara
el al, 1991). Wll20a shows a. blister type of
morphology with part of the ring (of diameter
7.3') having expanded out of the western edge
of the cluster material (see Fig. 2). A ring
also exists around Wll.20b with a diameter of
4.['. The two rings appear to be colliding at
the SE edge of the WR20a. shell. The mass
in the shells is likely t.o be associated with
swept up, dense, gaseous material associated
with the cluster and should be associated, pri-
marily, with a slowly expanding bubble fl'om
the O star phase. The slow expansion deriv-
ing from a. high ambient density. With such
small O star progenitor bubbles, the ejecta
material would easily fill them and the WR
winds would, in turn sweep ttmm out. In such
a. region of dense ambient gas, the nebulae as-
sociated with WR stars may well be material
from each of the main evolutionary stages of
the Wt{ stars piled up on top of each other.
A larger ring arc is seen associated with
the cluster towards the east: which may well
have been created by the combined effects of
the stars in the cluster (see Fig. 3).
3.3 WR32:
This star resides in a cleared out region
27' across, which is likely to have been formed
during the O star, progenitor, phase of the
W1R star (see Fig. 4). This new shell is of R
type.
3.4 WR35:
New ring of type t{ (see Fig. 5) approxi-
mately 25' across, most likely associated with
the O star phase. Nebulosity also appears to
exist around the central star which is of type
WN6. This nebulosity may well be associated
with an apparently small eject a shell of mate-
rial. This star is placed a.t a. distance of 16kpc
by Conti & Vacca (1990) and the outer shell
therefore has a physical diameter of llTpc.
Shells of this size have been noted before as
HI holes in the interstellar medium surround-
ing WR stars (Cappa de Nicolau & Niemela,
1984; Dubner et al., 1990; Arnal, 1992; also
see Ma.rston, 1995b, and references therein).
3.5 WR35a:
A large, lopsided bubble is observed around
this WN6 star (Shara et al. (1991). The WR
star is 8300pc away, so the physical size of the
observed bubble is 25pc (see Fig. 6). This
shell would also appear to be of R type and
is likely to have been produced in the O star
progenitor stage of WR evolution.
3.6 WR35b:
A possible new shell is associated with
this WN4 star. Strong nebulosity is noted
10' north of the star and a fainter shell is ev-
ident to the west. The star resides in an open
cluster and it is possible that the combined
stellar winds from the cluster were responsi-
ble for the creation of this partia.1 ring (see
Fig. 7).
3.7 WR36:
Definite new ring (see Fig. 8) with some
similarities to that around Wt{35b. Here,
tire shell is complete, although much stronger
to the eastern edge. It appears likely that
the strong nebulosity 1o the east marks the
boundary of two colliding shells o1" a. collision
of the WR shell with a region of enhanced
density. The existence of the central WN4
star closer to tile eastern edge suggests that
the nebular ext)ansion has indeed been c(Ir-
tailed in this direction. The nebula appears
to be of R type.
3.8 WR42d:
A small, cleared region 2.5' across is ob-
served around this star, which is close to the
large IIII region N(;C3603 (see Fig. 9). This
may be associated with an ejecta (E) shell or
a W/g shell, where a wind is penetrating a
region of ejecta.. The higher density of lna-
terial in close to NGC3603 {evidenced by the
surronnding diffuse emission) may have hin-
dered the nebular expansion. At a distance of
2.8kpc (Shara ctal., 1991) this nebula is 2pc
across.
3.9 WR94:
A weak shell a l)proxinlately 11' across is
observed aronnd this WN6 star (see Fig. 10).
The weak, nebulous filling of the ring suggests
it. is likely to be associated with an ejecta (E)
phase of the evolution of tile central WR star.
This region was observed for paper II when no
associated nebula was seen. tlowever, dark
count problems existed for these earlier ob-
servations.
4 Combined Survey Results:
A synopsis of the results for observed neb-
ulae in the complete southern survey is pre-
sented in Table 2, including estimates of neb-
ular radii based on the distance measurements
of Conti & Vacca (1990). In total 40 nel)ulae
were ot)served as having apparent associations
with WR stars, out of 114 environments, pro-
viding a detection rate of 35%. One nebula
exists around 3 WR stars and a second one
exists around a pair of WR stars, removing
these still provides a detection rate of 35%
for "single" WR stars.
There are numerous factors that might af-
fect the detection of ring nebulae around WR
stars.
a) intrinsic brightness/intensity of emission.
b) distance and absorption.
c) size relative to tile size of the detector.
In considering galactic latitude (b), the de-
tection rates change so that stars observed
more than 2 ° above or below the galactic
plane have a 32% chance of an associated neb-
ula, while those at a galactic latitude of less
than 1° have a 40% detection rate (see Fig.
In tile creation of R type ring nebulae. Tile
lower ambient density associated with shells
appearing higher above tile galactic plane
might be expected to lead to larger and in-
trinsically lower brightness, progenitor O star
shells. However, such shells are expected to
be generally less easily confused with other
nebulae in the line of sight than those in the
galactic plane. Some objects are formed in
regions of higher density where the O star
progenitor wind may be unable to create a
large cavity and so can have ejecta and WR
wind-blown material superimposed on the O
star shell (e.g. WR20a/b). Such objects
would not necessarilybe observedas of R
type, however. Overall, only a small differ-
ence in the detection rate of R type nebu-
lae is noted, when comt)aring objects with
17<2 ° and 17>2 ° (9% as conlpared to 7% of
observed WR stars). This is in direct contrast
to the results of IRAS studies (Marston &
Yocnm,1996; Marston, in preparation), where
the likelihood of an IRAS shell >20' across
was observed to increase sharply with galactic
latitude. The IRAS shells are most likely to
be associated with the optical I/ type shells.
The IRAS results would therefore indicate
that, generally, R type shells a.t higher ga.lac-
tic latitudes are physically larger (due to ex-
pansion into low ainbient densities) and ap-
pear larger on the sky. Their detection rate
is therefore affected by the fact that they are
generally too large for the optical (ICD ar-
ray and have weaker optical emission-lhle in-
tensity due to their distance from the central
WR star. Also, WR stars of high galactic la.t-
it.ude are generally closer, once agahi leading
to a tendency for R type rings too large for
the CCD array used. This offsets the confu-
sion in the galactic plane which reduces the R
type ring detection rate for galactic latitudes
of 1)< 1°
For W and E type shells, their detection is
expected to be a function of evolution rather
than environment, since the region into which
these shells are moving has been swept out
during the earlier O star phase. It. might
be expected that line-of-sight confusion would
cause some difference in the detection rates
of such nebulae with galactic latitude. Some
reduction in their detection rate might be ex-
pected in the galactic plane as compared to
away from the plane. Of the W and E type
nebulae, 25% of t.hose stars with 1)>2 ° have
associated W or E type nebulae as compared
to 27% of those with 17<2 ° . The result sug-
gests little differences in W and E type ring
detection rates with environment.
5 Discussion:
Our southern galaxy survey indicates that
nebulae surrounding WR stars are very com-
mon, and have so far been observed associ-
ated with just over one third of all southern
galaxy WR, stars. Results could be combined
with the northern survey of Miller & C,hn
(1993), however, the northern survey was per-
formed with an array having only a 15' field
of view. This restriction affects the detec-
tion rate of associated nebulae in the northern
hemisphere. If we restrict the southern sur-
vey to rings of diameter <20' then a. detec-
tion rate of only 23% would have been noted,
which is more consistent with a rate of 21%
from Miller _¢ Chu (1.q93).
Overall, the variation of environment with
galactic latitude would appear t.o have only
a, limited effect, on W/E ring detection rate.
These results suggest that the galactic envi-
ronment of WR stars does not play a ma-
jor part. in the creation of optically observed
ring nebulae. Further, since most optically
observed ring nebulae are of the wind-blown
bubble (W) or ejecta. (E) type, the unvarying
detection rate with galactic latitude is con-
sistent with material in these nebulae being
predominantly composed of ejecta or swept-
up ejecta from the WR stars, rather than the
local interstellar medium, a result, which has
been suggested from studies of the chemical
composition of WR ring nebulae (e.g. Chu,
1990; Esteban e_ al., 1992). The detection of
W and E type nebulae would then be solely
dependent on the evolution of the WR star.
Indeed, this can be turned around to indicate
that the nebular environment of WR stars can
t)e used to probe their evolution (Marston,
1995a).
According to the theory of the evolution
of single _VRstars (e.g. Mae(ler ,(_: Meynet,
1994), it is e×pected that WN stars will evolve
to become VV'C stars. The wind-blown bub-
bles (W) produced in the WR stage would
then be expected to be, generally, larger for"
those stars that have ew)lved on from WN to
WC subtype. A comparison between the dis-
tributions of observed ring sizes for WN and
WC, type stars is shown in Fig. 12. From this
we can see that only 4 out of 50 WC stars
(36% of W/E nebulae observed around WC
stars) have associated W/E nebulae with di-
ameters of 10pc or less, while 11 out of 59 WN
stars (65% of W/E nebulae observed around
WN stars) have associated W/E nebulae of
such sizes. Our results are in general agree-
meat with a WN to W('. subclass evolution,
with larger nebulae existing around the older,
\VC type, stars.
In considering the WN and WC subclas-
sifications, nebulae associated wiih the WN
stars were observed 39% of the time while
those associated with WC stars were observed
32% of the time. One possible reason for the
slight increase in the detectability of nebulae
associated with WN stars may the interaction
between the mass-loss, ejecta shell and the
WR wind-blown bubble of material, which
is most likely to occur in the WN phase of
the star. As the WR wind drives material
into and through an ejecta shell, large-scale
cooling should occur and the nebula brightens
making it more easily detectable. An estimate
of the period of time the star would need to be
in the \VR l)hase before this happens can be
estimated following the arguments of Marston
(1995a). We take the \¥I{ wind-blown bub-
ble as expanding a.t a constant rale, vwR, in
ejecta with an/,-2 distrit)ution, and the ejecta
as expanding at a constant rate, vML, from
the start of a mass-loss phase. Therefore the
time before the interaction, tint, of these two
shells is
I'31L.I M L
lint = ( 1 )(.,wR - L)
where tML is the period of the mass-loss
phase. Assuming the mass-loss phase to be
a LBV, a typical value of tML is 4 X 104yrs
(de Koter, 1993). Taking a typical expan-
sion velocity for a LBV nebula, vML, t.o be
50kms -1 (e.g. Nota el al., 1995) and that
of a WR shell to be 85kms -1 (as is the case
for" NGC6888, Marston & Meaburn, 1988), we
obtain a period of approximately 6 x 104yrs.
This is shorter than the average time required
for a star to evolve fi'om WN to WC subtype
(Maeder & Meynet, 1994). An interaction be-
tween a wind-blown bubble and an ejecta shell
would therefore occur during the WN phase.
6 Conclusions:
We have l)resented the final part of our sur-
vey of the environments of WR stars in the
southern galaxy. Our observations have re-
vealed a further 10 nebulae associated with
WR stars. Survey results have shown that
just over one third of all WR stars have asso-
ciated nebulae which can be observed through
optical narrow-band imaging. This is a higher
percentage than that found by Miller & Chu
(1993) in their survey of northern galactic
WR stars, which is most likely to be due to
the restricted field of view (15'x 15') used in
the northern survey. Restricting the southern
survey to this size provides a detection rate
of 23%, similar to that of the northern survey
results of Miller & Chu (1993). Two stars in
our survey have previously been noted as hav-
ing associatednebulaewhich are larger than
our CCD array and werethereforepresented
in our survey as having no associatednebu-
]a.edetected,theseare 'kVI{53(associatedneb-
ula is I{('.W78) which hasa.diameter of 391,
and WR48 (0 Mus) which hasa.diameter of
85'x40' (Lozinskaya.,1992).
Our results are consistent with a general
evolution that hasWI{ stars progressingfrom
0 star progenitors,through a heavymass-loss
phase to a WR phase. They are also con-
sistent with an evolutionary sequence from
WN to WC subtypes, as nebulae around WC
stars are generally larger than those surround-
ing WN stars. The difference in nebula size
has made nebulae around WN star more de-
tectable in earlier work oil ring nebulae with
smaller CCD arrays, suggesting a preference
towards nebulae associated with WN over
WC stars. This preference exists in our data
but is not very strong. Some enhancement in
nebular detectability might be expected from
the interaction of a WR wind-blown bubble
with an eject.a shell, which would be expected
to occur predominantly in the WN phase of a
\'VR star, prior to it becoming a. WC star.
The galactic envh'onment appears to have
little effect in the optical detection of a.ssoci-
ated nebulae. The most likely reason for this
is that most observed optical nebulae are as-
sociated with the mass-loss and WR phases
of the star. If the materials in such nebu-
la.e predominantly come from the central star,
then the evolution of the central star rather
than the stellar environmeut plays the most
important role in supplying tile material for
the nebula and therefore in the likelihood of
the detection of an associated nebula.
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Table1: Final setof narrow-bandimagingobservations,completing
thesouthernsurveyof WR environments.
WR # WR type Integration time Figure Comments
19a 1 WN7 900
20 WN4.5 900
20a I WN7 900
201)1 WN7 900
30a) WC4+04 900
31a! WC6 900
32 WC5 900
33 WC5 900
34 WN4.5 1800
35 WC6 900
35a I WN6 900
351) 1 WN4 900
36 WN4 900
38a! WN6 900
38b I WC7 900
42a I WN4.5 600
42b I WN3+C 600
420 WN6 600
42(t L WN4 900
44a, l WN3 900
47 WN6+O5 900
48 WC+O9I 900
48a 2 WC8 900
66 WN8 900
81 WC9 900
82 WN8 900
94 WN6 900
1 new, large ring
2&3 blister neMla associated with cluster
2&3 close to 20a
diffuse emission to N&S
in diffuse emission
4 large cleared region
in diffuse emission
5 new ring
6 new ring
7 possible ring, in cluster
8 new ring
In NGC3603.
ditto
ditto
ring near NGC3603.
diffuse emission
10 new ring.
All star names are from the catalog of galactic WR stars by van der
ttucht et al., (1981) except:
l from Shara et al., 1991.
2 from Danks et al., 1983.
Tal)le2: Synopsisof resultsfor observed optical emission-line nebulae
in the complete southern hemisphere survey of WR environments.
WR # WR type b I)istance (pc) Ring type Diameter (') Diameter (pc)
6 WN5 -10.08 1000 E 40 11.6
7 WN4 -0.13 3900 W/E 5 5.7
I 1 WC8+OgI -7.69 300 E 57 5
14 WC7 - 1.64 1800 R 34 17.8
16 WN8 -2.55 2600 W/E 8 6.1
18 WN5 -0.97 2000 W/E 17 9.9
20 WN,i.5 - 1.84 5900 R 43 73.8
20a) WN7 -0.34 2300 W 7.3 4.9
201)1 WN7 -0.35 2300 W 4.1 2.7
22 WNT+abs -0.85 2100 W? ll 6.5
23 WC6 -0.03 4300 R 30 37.5
30 WC6+abs -2.61 5700 W/E 10 16.6
31 WN4+O7 0.02 4300 E 7 8.8
32 W(_5 0.02 22400 R 27 176
35 WN6 -1.1_ 16000 R 25 117
353) WN6 -0.06 8300 R 10.3 24.9
36 WN4 0.56 4400 R 18 23.0
38 _ W(l,l -0.92 3100 E? 24 21.6
40 WN8 -4.83 2200 W/E 9 5.8
42 WC7+O5-7 -0.49 2300 E 15 10
42d 1 WN4 -0.48 2800 W/E 2.5 2.0
43 WNT+abs -0.52 2200 W 2 1.3
52 WC5 4.55 2100 R 60 36.7
54 WN4 -2.5 6100 R 20 35.5
55 WN7 0.16 5500 R 39 62.4
57 WC7 -5.03 4000 E? 16 18.6
60 WC.8 0.74 4500 E? 18 23.6
65 WC9 -1.2 2100 W 15 9.0
68 WC,7 -1.88 3000 W/E 15 13.0
71 WN6 -7.61 11000 E 9 28.8
75 WN5 -1.48 3960 W 9.5 20.7
77 W(',8(Tabs) -1.09 1100 W 8 2.6
85 WN6 -0.61 3700 W/E 9 9.7
87 b WN7 -0.77 1300 W? 23 8.7
91 WN7 -1.07 7400 W/E 20 43.1
93 WCT+abs 0.83 1100 W 9 2.9
94 WN6 -0.25 5400 E 11 17.3
98 WCT/WN6 -0.87 2400 W/E l0 7.0
101 W(',8 -1.43 6900 W/E 16 32.1
102 WO1 1.41 4900 W 8 11.4
All distances from Conti & Vacca (1990) except:
nebula surround WR37, WR38 and WR39.
b nebula surrounds WR87 and WR89.
1 Shara et al., 1991.
Figure1: t[(_imageof theregionaroundWR20(shownby a cross).
The imageis 31' across.A partial shellis seento the north of the
image.
Figure2: tIc_imageof the region around WR20a and b in the West-
erlund 2 star cluster. Tile image is 15.5 _ across.
Figure 3: View of tile partial shell to the east of WR20a and b and
the Westerlund 2 star cluster.
Figure 4: hnage of the cleared out region around WR32. The shell
is 27' across.
Figure 5: New 25_ ring observed around WR35. The image is
31' across.
Figure 6: New shell aroun<t the star WR35a. The image is
15.51 across.
Figure 7: A partial shell observed around the star WR35b. The
image is 31 r across.
Figure 8: New, complete shell around the star WR36. The star is
off-center, towards the eastern edge of the shell.
Figure 9: Small ring associated with WR42d. The star is close to
the complex HII region, NGC3603. The image is 7.7' across.
Figure i0: Weak ejecta shell associated with WR94. The image is
15.5 r across.
Figure 11: The detection rate of nebulae associated with WR stars
as a function of galactic latitude, b. A slight increase in detections
is noted for objects at the smallest galactic latitudes.
Figure 12: The distribution of the derived nebula diameters of types
W and/or E for each of nebulae associated with the WR subtypes,
WN and WC.
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Abstract
V_Tepresent IRAS Skyflux images of the environnmnts of galactic
Wolf-Rayet stars. These form a complete sample of all galactic Wolf-
Rayet stars of the van der Hucht et al. (1981) catalog observed by
IItAS, a total of 156 stellar environments. The intent of this survey
is to obtain information on the large bubbles expected from the early
O star phase of Wolf-Rayet stars. A total of 49 probable or suspected
shells of >20' in diameter have been observed in our data, with a
detection rate of 60% for large IRAS shells around Wolf-Rayet stars
at galactic latitudes >2 °. Fourteen of the IR.AS shells are associated
with previously observed, slowly expanding HI bubbles. Most shells are
unlikely to be due to line-of-sight coincidence, although two shells may
be associated with foreground or background supernova remnants. In
considering the origin of the shells we indicate that most arc unlikely
to have formed from a the explosion of a binary companion to a Wolf-
Rayet star and that few, if any, are likely to be associated with ejecta
produced in a Roche Lobe overflow. The sizes of the shells, together
with their known or estimated expansion velocities are consistent with
the estimates of the period of the O star progenitor phase calculated
in evolutionary models of single WR stars.
1 Introduction:
In the past Dw years a number of Wolf-
Rayet (Wt{) stars have been observed a.s hav-
ing multiple, concentric rings of material around
them (1)ol)ita el a l., 1994; Marston, 1995a).
In Marston (1995a) it was shown how such
multiple shells are likely to be indicative of
several phases of evolution of W[{ stars, as
they evolve from their O star progenitor state.
A three t)hase evolution, starting with an
O star proceeding through a high-mass loss
phase (e.g. Luminous Blue Variable) and
continuing to the WR star phase, is consis-
tent with the optical and infrared data pre-
sented on nebulae around WR stars (Marston,
1995a; Marston, 1995b). The most recently
ejected/swept up nlaterial is ohserved closest
to the stars and can frequently be observed
in narrow-hand imaging (Miller & (lhn, 1993;
Marston et al., 1994a; Marston et of., 1994b).
These shells of material are associated with
a heavy mass-loss phase followed by a strong
stellar wind phase which occurs in the WR
phase of the star. Further out froln _ WR
star resides a shell of swept up interstellar
me(lium possibly associated with the stellar
wind of the star during its O star progenitor
phase. Although occasionally observed opti-
cally around Wt{ stars (approximately 8% of
all WR stars show such extended shells opti-
cally, Marston, 1996), such shells are expected
to be of predominalgly cool material and may
be more readily observed at far-infrared wave-
lengths or using radio/sub-ram emission lines
of at onfic or molecular gas. As an example,
the Wt{ star \¥R136 (numbering from van der
Hucht et al., 1981) is surrounded by multiple
shells of material, with a large outer ring seen
using ItlAS Skyflux (Nichols-Bohlin &: Fe-
sen, 1993) and IRAS high resolution (IIIRES)
data (Marston, 1995[)). A number of WR
stars have been shown to be inside of large tti
bubbles of similar dimensions to that around
WR136 (Arnal, 1992; Capl)a de Nicolau &
Niemela, 1984; also see Marston, 19951) and
references therein).
it was shown in Marston (1995b) how the
sizes of the concentric shells associated with
the O star phase, e}ecta 1)hase and WR wind
phase, plus information on their expansion
velocities could provide time scales for each
part of a three phase evolution for WR136.
While estimates of total mass loss from the
central WR star in the final phases could be
estimated based oll IRAS ttuxes of the ejecta
shells. The mass of swept-up material in ex-
tended IRAS shell may also be estimated us-
ing IRAS fluxes, which Marston (1995b) as-
sociates with a bubble created by the O star
progenitor of WR136.
An alternative view to the creation of large
IRAS shells around WR stars has been put
forward by Nichols & Fesen (1994). They
suggest two creation schemes that involve tile
evolution of binary WR stars. The large
IRAS shells may arise from the supernova ex-
plosion of a binary companion to a WR star,
or from ejecta during a Roche Lobe overflow
from the WR star progenitor onto a compact
companion.
In order to obtain more information on the
evolution of WR stars, we have embarked on
an IRAS survey of galactic WR stars. This
has involved a survey of IRAS Skyflux data
associated with the environments of WR stars
(providing information on large shells), l)lus
a complementary survey program of IIIRES
IRAS data (Atmmnn ctal., 1990), for more
detailed analysis of smaller shells and mass-
loss associated with stellar ejecta.
In this paper we present the findings of
our Skyflux survey of the regions around 156
galactic WR stars usingIRAS Skyflux dataat
12ttm,25tml, 60tml and 100tml wavelengths.
The intent of this surveyis to find large(>20')
shells associatedwith galactic WR stars. In
tile following sections we describe the data
used and the results of the analysis of the
Skyflux fields. We discussthe formation of
tile large shellsvia both WI/binary and sin-
glestar evolutionarymodes.Fromthe sizesof
tile IRAS shellsobserved,lheir statistical fre-
quency and the (limited) knowledgeof their
dynamicswe determinetile most likely origin
of large IRAS shellsand what they can tell
us about the evolution of the WI/stars they
surround.
2 Data Used:
We have surveyed the fields of 156 galactic
WR stars of the catalogue of van der tlucht
et al. (1981) using IRAS Skyflux data, which
consists of images made of the sky at wave-
bands centered on 12/zm, 25/zm, 60/m_ and
100ttm. The two stars WR72 and WR99 in
the catalog of van der tlucht et ol. (1981)
were omitted as they are not now classified
as WR stars. Each region investigated was of
6 degrees square centered on one of the 1.56
galactic WR stars. Our survey therefore pro-
rides coverage of approximately 84% of all
known galactic WR stars at mid- and far-
infrared wavelengths (van der Hucht, 1994).
Evidence for large shells (>20') was searched
for around each of the stars in the survey.
Structures of complete or partial shells al)-
patently centered close to or on the position
of the WR star were deemed associated with
the star. In certain cases, tile association was
corroborated by l)reviously obtained optical
images or ttI data. Size estimates were made
via, a fitted ellipse to the observed shell struc-
t,ure.
In certain cases, estimates of tile far-infrared
fluxes associated with the large shells were
possible from the data. The flux interior to
an ellipse around each shell was obtained and
a local background external to the ellipse re-
moved to obtain these fluxes.
3 Results:
A total of 49 probable shells associated
with WR stars were found with diameters
greater than 20' in the IRAS Skyflux data
(see Table 1). Of these, 2 were previously
noted by Nichols-Bohlin & Fesen (1990; 1993)
and one by Dubner et al. (1990). This pro-
vides an overall detection rate of 31%. Im-
ages of each of the associated IRAS nebulae
are provided in Figs. 1. Fourteen of the ob-
served IRAS shells correlate with previously
observed HI cavities around WR stars, and
are indicated in Table 1. In each of these case,
the structure of the faint IRAS rings mimics
that of the Ill holes, ttI velocity informa-
tion confirms the fact that the shells are ex-
panding about the central WR stars. The HI
structure around WR125 (Arnal & Mirabel,
1991) is not obvious in the Skyflux data, al-
though an extended source centered on the
star is seen. A nearby pulsar, at the same
distance as WRI25 has prompted Arnal &
Mirabel (1991) to associate the extended HI
structures with a supernova remnant which
extends around WR125, possibly originating
from a high mass binary companion.
Using the distance data of Conti & Vacca
(1990), physical size estimates of the large
IRAS shells can be obtained, based on their
average diameters. These show a. range in di-
ameter from 10pc to 338pc (see Table 1). In
the case of some nearby Wt{ stars, the ob-
served shell may be associated with a WR
wind-blown bubble (W) or ejeeta (E) phase.
This is certainly the casefor the nebulaaroun(t
WRll. The largestshells,aroundWR33and
WR73, may well be associatedwith super-
novaremnants,a.stheseare in the same direc-
tions a.s pulsars PSI/ 1056-57 and PS[{ 1609-
47 respectively (although at significantly dif-
ferent distances). In considering the positions
of 330 pulsars listed in blanchester & Taylor
(1981), no olher pulsars appear interior to the
observed IItAS shells.
The nnmber of large shells observed in the
IRAS Skyflux data is affected by galactic lat-
itude. Fig. 2 shows how the detection rate
for the observed shells changes with galactic
latitude. At the higher latitudes, the detec-
tion rate increases quite steeply and 2/3 of all
WR stars above a galactic latitude of 2 ° are
observed to have shells larger than 20'. This
suggests that the main cause of non-detection
is the confusion of IRAS shell sources in the
galactic plane. Also, large shells in the plane
of the galaxy are more likely to be disrupted
through interaction with other wind-blown or
snpernova remnant shells. Slnall shells are
unlikely 1.o be observed in regions high above
the plane of the galaxy, since the low densities
of the interstellar medium lead 1.o small shell
masses and lIRAS intensities that are too low
for the large IRAS shells to be detected. A
weak trend of increasing shell size with galac-
tic height can be observed in Fig. 3.
IRAS fluxes were obtained for 10 shells
while further IRAS flux data. was obtained
for the extended shell around WR136 from
Marston (19!),51)). The IRAS fluxes observed
from the shells are listed in Table 2. Typi-
cally, the accuracy of the fluxes measured are,
a.t best, within 20%. This is mainly due to
the varying background in the large areas over
which the shells are observed. In the 14 cases
of ttI cavities observed around _VI{ stars, the
swept-up HI masses (adjusted to the distances
quoted by Conti & Vacca, 1990) are presented
in Table 3, along with derived gas masses fl'om
IRAS data (based on the model of Marston
& Dickens, 1988). It should be noted that to-
tal gas mass estimates based on IRAS data
are notoriously inaccurate (see Mathis et al.,
1992) and with the inaccuracy of the IIIAS
flux measurements the II/AS gas mass esti-
mates are probably only slightly better in ac-
curacy than an order of magnitude. In the
two cases where HI measurements coincide
with IRAS measurements, the IRAS measure-
ments suggest gas masses that are factors of
1.1 and 3.6 higher than the Ill gas masses
respectively. However, the total gas mass in
IRAS shells may well be higher than the HI
masses as molecular material might also be
expected to exist in the swept-up shells.
If we assume the shells are formed from
swept-up interstellar medium, then using the
shell sizes from Table 1 together with the esti-
mated gas mass enables estimates of the orig-
inal particle density local to the WR stars to
be made. These results are also presented in
Table 3.
An inverse relation is noted between shell
size and the calculated local density of the
interstellar medium (Fig. 4). Shells with di-
ameters of 100pc or more are associated with
low-density surroundings. This is in part due
to penetration of such shells out. of the densest
parts of the galactic disk. Overall, the shell
diameters are expected to also be flmctions of
the wind luminosity and the age of the central
Wlt star.
Overall, the detection rates for shells sur-
rounding the Wlt subtype WN and WC stars
are 32% and a1% respectively (for rings larger
than 20'), while 2 of 6 WN/W(', type stars
showed such shells, suggesting no bias to-
5
wards largeshell formation arounda particu-
lar subtype.
4 Discussion:
The origin of large IRAS shells apparently
associated with Wit stars has been a subject
of some debate. Line-of-sight coincidence ap-
pears unlikely given tile connection with HI
features with similar kinematical distances as
the central WIt stars (e.g. Arnal, 1992). The
central location of most stars in the IRAS
shells also argues strongly against many co-
incidences.
In Nichols & Fesen (1994), two main al-
ternatives were put forward for explaining
the extended shells around WR6, WR40 and
WR136 (each of which has a bright optical
ring nebula interior to a large IRAS shell).
Their first suggestion is that large IRAS shells
are supernova remnants associated with the
explosions of binary companions to the WR
star. Alternatively, Nichols & Fesen (1994)
suggest thai. material ejected during a Roche
Lobe overflow (RLOF) fi'om a WR progenitor
onto a. compact companion fin'ms the large
shells. We now consider these two alterna-
tives as well as the origin of large IRAS shells
as interstellar matter swept-up during the O
star progenitor phase of Wit stars.
4.1 Supernova Origin
In this alternative, the extended shells are
created from an exploding primary compan-
ion at. or just before the point where the
WR star first becomes a. Wit star. Nichols-
Bohlin & Fesen (1993) suggested that the
large (1.7 ° xl.5 °) shell surrounding WR136 is
associated with a supernova explosion in the
neighborhood of the Wit star. This conclu-
sion was based in part on the low Ho'/[SII]
emission-line ratio seen in optically observed
filaments apparently associated with the shell.
[towever, the physical connection of these ill-
aments to the IRAS shell is not clear. They
may well be associated with supernova mate-
rim in a super-association, either foreground
or background to the IRAS shell, perhaps
associated with high-velocity UV absorption
lines observed in the region (St-Louis & Smith,
1991). The high-velocity features appear to
extend beyond the large IRAS shell and it is
unlikely that there is a direct connection be-
tween the IRAS shell and these high-velocity
ahsorption features.
For the shells around WR6 and WR40
Nichols & Fesen (1994) suggest that the large
IRAS shells are associated with high-velocity
absorption features observed in the UV lead-
ing to the possibility that the large IRAS
shells are either supernova remnants with
ages of 10 '_years, or a similar aged nebula cre-
ated during a RLOF (see Section 4.2). WR6
and WR40 are 2 of 3._5stars with IUE obser-
vations analysed by Nichols & Fesen (1994).
Of these 35 WR stars 43% observed as having
high-velocity absorption lines are observed by
us to have extended IRAS shells, while 50%
of those having no associated high-velocity
absorption lines also have IRAS shells. The
IRAS shell around WR148 is also noted in HI
with an expansion velocity of around 6kms -_
(Dubner et a.1., 1990). Itigh-velocity absorp-
tion lines are also noted in the spectrum of
this star. All this leads us to conclude that
there appears to be little correlation between
the existence of high-velocity absorption line
features and that of a large IRAS shell. In-
deed, all 14 of the ttI ohserved large IRAS
shells have expansion velocities of 20kms -1 or
lower, which are far smaller than the veloci-
ties of the absorbing materials observed in the
WR spectra.
We concludethat it is unlikely that super-
nova remnants are tile main origin of large
IRAS shells around WR stars. Indeed, we
further note that noneof the lIRASshellssur-
round both a.pulsar and a W|{ star.
4.2 Mass Ejection due to Roche Lobe
Overflow
In this mechanism,a WR star and an OB
star exist in a binary. The supernovaex-
plosion of the WR star creates a compact
companion, which will remain bound if the
star system becomesa "runaway". This sce-
nario hasthe advantageof enablingWR stars
to move out of the galactic disk to large
distances(>100pc) abovethe galactic plane
while the O star ages.The Ostar thenevolves
towardsbeinga WR star overa periodof sev-
eral million years. As it expands, following
the depletion of H in its core, material can
flow (RLOF) onto the compactcompanionat
a rate exceedingthe Eddington limit. This
leadsto a masse.ie('lionwhich Nichols& Fe-
sen (1994) suggestl)roducesthe large IRAS
shells. This ejection leadsto shellsexpanding
at high velocities, as indicated by tile high-
velocity UV absorption lines. The agesof
suchshellsshouldbeapl)roximately l0syears.
In Section4.1 it was indicated that high-
velocity UV absorption lineshaveno obvious
connections to the existenceof large IRAS
shells around WR stars. Also, all shellsso
far observedusing ttI measurementsexhibit
expansionvelocitiesof a.few to 20 kms-1 (see
Marston, 1995band referencestherein). The
expansionagesof theselarge shellsare there-
fore of a.few million years(seeTable 3). This
is a. magnitude too large for the proposed
RLOF mechanism.
The RLOF mechanismnicely explainsthe
existenceof runaway WR stars above the
galactic plane, however,11 out of 14 HI ob-
serve(l,large IRAS shellsnoted in this paper
have distancesaway from the galactic plane
of more than 100pcand may be considered
potential runawaystars. Noneof them show
the fast expansionvelocities.
Although someWR stars are suspectedof
havingcompactcompanions,the numbersare
likely to be small. Yungelson & Tutukov
(1991) predict that tapto 10% of WR stars
may have close compact companions, and
Vanbeveren(1988) indicates that the num-
ber of WR stars with compact companionsis
likely to be lessthan 5%. Vanbeveren(1994)
also indicates that the likelihood of a bound
systemafter an initial supernovais low due to
the large kick velocities involved. But more
than 30(70of our WR sampleshowlarge IRAS
rings. It appearsunlikely that asmany asone
third of the galactic WR population, that are
observeda.shaving large IRAS shells, would
have the compact companionsnecessaryfor
the RLOF picture to be the primary mecha-
nism for large IRAS shell creation. Further,
six stars noted as being in WR+OB binaries
also havelarge IRAS shells. It appearscer-
tain that no supernovaor RLOF phasecan
have causedthe shells associatedwith these
objects.
It thereforeappearsunlikely that many (if
any) of the largelIRASshellsarecreateddur-
ing a RLOF onto a compact companionto a
WR star.
4.3 Wind-blown Bubbles
Nichols & Fesen(1994) suggestthat the
large IRAS shellsexisting around WR6 and
WR40, which are well out of the galactic
plane,are inconsistentwith the fact that sim-
ilar structuresarenot to beseenaround stars
in more denseenvironments. Our surveyin-
dicates that such shellsdo exist for objects
in tile galactic plane but are lessoften ob-
servedassuchdueto c(mfusion.A distinct in-
creasein the detection rate of observedlarge
shells is seenat. high galactic latitudes (see
Fig. 2). Also, in Fig. 3 weshowedthat the
extendedIRAS shellsaredistinctly smallerat
small galactic heights,makingthem lesslikely
to be observedby IRAS as highly extended
objects. Marston (1996)hasalsoshownthat
the detection of optical ring nebulaeappears
to be independent of galactic latitude, sug-
gesting that the existenceof an optically ob-
served ring nebula, usually of an ejecta or
wind-blown type, dependson the evolutionof
tile WR star (particularly in its heavymass-
loss,ejecta phase)rather than on its environ-
ment.
In Marston (1995a)it was illustrated }low
multiple optical ring nebulaearoundWR stars
are consistent with a three stageWR evolu-
tion from an O star, through a heavy mass-
lossphaseto becominga WR star. Marston
(1995b) also illustrated that the nebulaeas-
sociatedwith WR136areconsistentwith this
picture. In this case the large IRAS shell
associatedwith WR136 is consistent with a
wind-blown O star progenitor shell with an
age of around 2 million years, a value typi-
cal of the total ageof the more massiveWR
stars (Maeder & Meynet, 1994). The inner,
optically observedring nebula (NGC6888)is
then interpreted as being associatedwith an
ejecta shell being penetratedby,a wind fi'om
WR 136.
If wemakesimilar assumptionsto Marston
(1995a), we are able to obtain estimatesof
the shellagesandthereforethe lifetimes, twn,
of the associated WR stars from the radius,
r, and the velocity of expansion of the large
IRAS shell, v_p,
(1)
Only a few of our objects have known ex-
i)ansion velocities (see Table 3). Taking an
average expansion velocity of 10kms -1 for the
rest of our sample indicates timescales of 0.65
to 16 million years. However, the upper limit
is imposed by two observations that may be
confused with supernova remnants associated
with pulsars in the same line of sight (shells
around WR33 and WR73). Removing these
leaves an upper limit of 14 million years.
It is also possible that some of the smaller
shells observed are actually associated with
the ejecla phase of the star (we will deal with
these in our IRAS HIRES survey). Within the
errors associated with our calculation (factors
of 2), the lifetime of these stars in an O star
phase is consistent with estimates from mod-
els of single massive star evolution (Maeder
& Meynet, 1994). A distribution of the ages
associated with the large IRAS shells is pre-
sented in Fig. 5. Most stars have ages in the
range of 1 to 5 million years.
In Fig. 4 it was illustrated that larger shells
were generally produced in the less dense en-
vironments at 100pc and more away from the
galactic plane. Fig. 6 illustrates that the ob-
served IRAS shell time scales tend to increase
with galactic height (z). This would suggest
that less massive WR progenitor stars, with
longer O star phases, are being observed at
greater galactic height and more massive WR
progenitors are observed in the galactic plane,
in regions of higher gas density. Another pos-
sibility is that the WR stars formed at higher
galactic latitudes have lower abundances and
a longer O star progenitor phase (Maeder &
Meynet, 1994). However, these results must
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be treated with somecaution. As noted ear-
lier, tile detection of large IRAS shells is likely
to be biased. At. large z, the low density of the
interstellar medium would make small IRAS
shells dit_icult to distinguish above the back-
ground, while confusion in the galactic plane
reduces the number of large IRAS shells ob-
served at small z. The result of this being a
lack of objects of smaller ages at large z and
a lack of objects of larger ages at small z.
A three phase evolution model does not
explain the high-velocity UV absorption line
features observed in the UV spectra of some
WR and nearby stars. Such absorption fea-
tures do not appear to be directly related to
the existence of extended IRAS shells, but
what are they associated with? Goudis et
al. (1988) showed the existence of optical
emission-line, metal rich, high-velocity bullets
of material in the shell surrounding WR75
(RCW104) which appear to be radiatively
ionised nitrogen rich knots ejected from the
WR star. Although this may explain high-
velocity features associated with single mas-
sive stars, it. does not explain the existence
of similar absorption velocity features asso-
ciated with other stars in the neighborhood
of WR stars. Instead, extended high-velocity
systems may well arise in super association
shells (as suggested may exist outside the
large IRAS shell around WR136 by Nichols-
Bohlin & Fesen, 1993).
If the wind-blown bubble picture is cor-
rect, then the WR stars must presently re-
side very close to where they were created. In
other words, they would need to be created
in low gas density regions. However, Wood &
Churchwell (1989) have shown the existence
of ultracompact HII regions (UCHR), harbor-
ing newly born massive OB stars, well above
the plane of the galaxy. The scale height for
UCttR is 100pc, which can be compared to
45pc for the WR stars in our sample (Conti
& Vacca, 1990). The creation of WR stars,
forming in UCHRs, a.t distances of more than
100pc above the galactic plane is therefore
reasonable.
The model associated with an O star pro-
genitor bubble appears to fit the observational
fact.s well. The large IRAS shells are of a size
consistent with the observed, slow expansion
velocities and have existed for a few million
years, the expected lifetime of an O star pro-
genitor. The existence of high-velocity UV
absorption lines in WR spectra appears un-
connected with these slowly expanding struc-
tures.
5 Conclusions:
We have presented the results of a study
of IRAS Skyflux data associated with regions
surrounding 156 galactic WR stars listed by
van der Hucht et al. (1981). This catalog of
WR stars is incomplete, as 185 WR stars are
now known (van der Itucht, 1994). Most of
the recently discovered galactic WR stars ap-
pear in stellar clusters, so our sample is some-
what biased against WR stars in regions of
high densities. Of the 156 stars observed, 49
show evidence of large (>20') shells. For ob-
jects above a galactic latitude of 2 ° the detec-
tion rate of large IRAS shells rises to over
60%. The fi'equency of observation of the
new IRAS shells, particularly the sharp in-
crease in the detection rate of shells around
WR stars at higher galactic latitudes, sug-
gests such large shells are quite ubiquitous,
and only confusion with other sources and the
galactic background of cirrus prevent a higher
rate of detection in the plane of the galaxy.
In 14 cases we find the IRAS shells coinci-
dent with previously observed HI shells. The
central location and, in the 14 casesa.ssoci-
ated with HI shells,the kinematical a.ssocia-
tion of the tile IRAS shellswith the central
WR stars precludesline of sight coincidence
for the majority of the shells. The existence
of high-velocity features,seenin UV absorp-
tion linestowardsWI( stars (Nichols& Fesen,
1994), and sometimesseenin the spectraof
neighboringstars, appearsto havelittle cor-
relation with the existenceof a.large IRAS
shell associatedwith the WR star. The ori-
gin of these absorption Da.turesmay be in
larger super association shells (a.ssuggested
by Nichols-Bohlin &: Fesen, 1993, for the UV
absorption lines in WR136 and nearby stars).
The nlost likely origin of the large IRAS
shells is the wind-blown bubble of the O star
progenitor, although a supernova shell or a
shell created from ejected mass flom a con>
pact. companion during a. RLOF have been
suggested as origins for two previously known
large IRAS shells (Nichols ,(: Fesen, 1994).
ttowever, only two of our IRAS shells sur-
round pulsars and in each case the pulsar is
considered to be a.t a. very different distance
to the WR star. The shells, in these cases,
may be foreground or background SNRs. No
large IRAS shells surround both a. WR star
and a pulsar (although an ttI shell around a
Wt{ star and pnlsar has been observed by Ar-
nal& Mirabel, 1991). It therefore appears
as if there is no direct relation between the
existence of the large IRAS shells and a su-
pernova event. The likely percentage of WR
stars with compact companions is also much
lower than the observed large IRAS shell de-
tection rate. This makes it unlikely that there
are enough compact companions to WR stars
in order for ejected mass from a. RLOF to pro-
duce many, if any, of the large shells observed.
The measured (and estimated) timescales for
the expanding shells are too long for either the
supernova or binary ejection models to work.
The cool outer rings produced in the O
star t)hase of a \,VR have rarely been observed
ol)tically (only 8% of WR stars in a south-
ern galactic survey show optical emission-
lines which may be associated with the O star
progenitor shells; Marston, 1996). The low
temperature and large apparent sizes make
them more easily visible in the IRAS data.
Marston (1995b) has suggested that progeni-
tor O star ring sizes may be used to estimate
the ages of the central stars. Using similar
assumptions, total ages of the 48 stars with
associated O phase rings range from 0.5 to 16
million years (the IRAS shell around WRll
is ahnost certainly from an ejecta phase as it
coincides with the optically observed ejecta
shell; Marston el. al., 1994b). The extreme
values in ages are associated with shells for
which an expansion velocity is not known and
are likely to be uncertain by factors of 2. W'e
conclude that our results are consistent with
current estimates of the O star lifetime of sin-
gle WR stars (Maeder & Meynet, 1994).
One consequence of associating IRAS shells
with the O star phase is that, in order to re-
main central to the IRAS shells the WR stars
close to their current position. This means
producing some WR stars at heights of 100pc
or more above the galactic plane. However, a
number of ultracompact HII regions harbor-
ing young, massive stars exist at high galactic
latitudes, and the scale height of these regions
is greater than that of our WR sample. It
appears likely that many WR stars have not
moved far from their birthplace.
Further investigations of IRAS data of the
regions surrounding WR stars will include a
complete HIRES IRAS data survey of the cat-
a.log of galactic WR stars of van der Hucht et
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al. (1981). This will also allow tile detection
of the smaller ejecta and wind-blown shells
around \VR stars. The detected far-infrared
shell sizes and total emission will enable tile
determination of the length of ejecta phases
an¢l total masses eiected by WR stars in this
phase.
Tile overall goal of tile l)roject is to con>
bine the far-infrared data with optical and
sub-ram data to observationally determine
tile time periods of the various phases and to-
ta.l mass-loss associated with all galactic WR
stars. In comparing our results with stellar
evolution models, we hope to pin down the
most likely means by which the galaxy's most
massive stars evolve.
This work is supported, in part, by NASA
ADP grant, NAG 5-2999.
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Figure 1: The large IRAS shells observed
in the IRAS Skyflux data at 60/ma and
100#m(the ejecta shell around WRll is not
shown). All fields are6° square,exceptwhere
indicated on the image. In all casesthe WR
star is at the centerof the image.
Figure 2: The variation of large IRAS shell
detectionrate with galactic latitude.
Figure 3: Comparisonof the largeIRAS shell
diameterswith galactic height, z.
Figure 4: The variation of local density with
large IRAS shell diameter.
Figure 5: The distribution of agesof progen-
itor O stars associatedwith the large IRAS
shells
Figure6: Variation of shellageswith galactic
height, z
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Table 1
Propertiesof the large IRAS shellsobserved around WR stars
Wi{ 2 Type DistJ Dia.m. Diam. b 2 z1 Comments
(pc) (') (pc) (o) (pc)
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
11
12
14
15
17
21
23
24
30
31
33
40
48
52
54
57
58
6l
66
68
69
WN2 5400 116 183 -2.41 -227.7
WN3+abs 8600 60 151 -4.14 -619.9 HI shell
WC5 3900 120 136 -2.98 -203.0 ttI shell
WC6 2500 81 59 -2.15 -93.8 HI shell
WN5 1000 171 50 -10.08 -175.1 Shell exterior
to ejecta nebula $308
WN4 3900 35 39 -0.13 -9.1 Around NGC2359
WN6+W(_4 3300 81 78 -3.79 -217.7
WC8+O91 300 75 6.5 -7.69 -40.1 E shell seen optically
(Marston et al., 1994b)
WN7 6300 60 111 -1.97 -216.2
WC6 1800 30 16 -1.64 -51.3
WC6 1800 135 71 -1.08 -34.0
WC5 3700 38 41 -3.69 -237.7
WN4+O4-6 2700 110 88 -0.90 -42.4
WC6 4300 30 38 -0.03 -2.5
WNT+abs 2800 65 53 -1.08 -52.1
WC6+abs 5700 26 43 -2.61 -260.2
WN4+O7 4300 34 43 0.02 1.3
WC5 9200 120 323 1.9 305.0
WN8 2200 180 115 -4.83 -185A
WC6+O9.5I 700 133 27 -2.49 -19.1
WC5 2100 1780 105 4.55 166.6
WN4 6100 150 278 -2.5 -266.1
WC7 4000 70 80 -5.03 -350.9
WN4 4700 180 248 -3.49 -285.6
WN4.5 13100 60 229 -3.91 -894.8
WN8 4500 65 85 -1.83 -144.0
WC7 3000 28 25 -1.88 -98.6
WC9 2900 60 51 -4.82 -243.5
Possible ejecta shell
HI shell
Seen optically
(Marston el a l., 1994a)
Seen optically
(Marston, 1995a)
Surrounds the ring
nebula RCW58
H1 shell
Itl shell
HI shell
HI shell
Table 1 cont.
WR2 Type Dist.ance1 Diam. I)iam. b2 z1 Coinments
(pc) (') (pc) (o) (pc)
70 WC8+abs 1300 170 65 -1.81 -41.2
73 W(19 1900 110 338 3.38 619.7
77 W('3.5 1100 32 10 -1.09 -189.1 Possibleejecta shell
82 WN8 4700 110 152 -2.32 -190.0
85 WN6 3700 27 29 -0.61 -39.8 Seenoptically
(Marston, 1995a)
86 WC7+abs 1900 35 19 1.85 61.3
87/9 WN7/WN7 1300 34 13 -0.77 -17.4
90 WC7 1300 100 38 -4.76 -108.0
101 WN7-8 6900 80 161 -1.43 -172.6
110 WN6 1800 30 16 0.39 12.0
123 WN8 6500 24 46 -4.75 -538.3
124 WN8 3500 120 123 3.31 202.5
132 WC6 7100 49 101 1.1 136.3
133 WN4.5+O9.5Ia 1200 100 35 2.7 43.3
136 WN6 1500 91 40 2.43 63.7
139 WN5+O6 2400 142 100 1.43 60.0
140 WCT+abs 800 110 26 4.18 58.4
148 WN7 5200 36 54 6.47 585.7
152 WN3 6200 21 38 -0.89 -95.6
157 WN4.5 2300 27 18 -0.24 -9.4
158 WN7 3900 135 154 0.1 6.8
Seenoptically
(Marston, 1995a)
HI shell
Possibleejecta shell
ttI shell
HI shell
Surroundsthe ring
nebula NGC6888
HI shell
tti shell
1 from Conti & Vacca(1990)
2 from van der ttucht ct al. (1981)
Table2: IRAS fluxesassociatedwith 10of the samplelargerings.
WR 12ttm 25ttm 60ttm 100#m
(Jy) (Jy) (.ly) (Jy)
2 900 840 2850 3915
3 250 280 820 4320
7 15 40 490 1010
15 1520 1960 14040 44950
30 15 25 255 495
33 330 350 3125 12980
48 370 535 3720 9940
87/9 250 3245 18970 23070
133 1780 1170 12800 32000
157 120 205 1840 3790
Typical errorson observedfluxesare 20%. For WR2, numerous
12/tinand251tmpoint sourcesarein thefield andthe valuesquoted
herearetentative.
Table3: Gasmassesin the largeshellsandderivedaveragedensities
of tile original insterstellarmediuinswept-upinto the shells,made
from IRAS and/or Ill data.
WR Mass v+xp Source Density
ilL., (kms -1 ) particles cm -3
2 9000 1 0.12
3 8400 10 2 0.2
5 2400 8 2 0.8
7 2200 1 2.3
15 41300 1 7.2
17 2500 8 3 3.1
30 2150 1 1.7
33 90000 1 0.22
48 1050 1 3.3
980 9 4 3.1
52 1,1000 16 6 0.8
54 15000 12 6 0.05
57 32000 9 6 3.9
61 37000 20 6 0.3
87/9 2580 1 74
90 3620 lO 5 5.6
123 7560 8 2 6.6
133 9000 1 13
136 8300 8 8.1
140 710 13 2 3.4
148 5700 1 2.3
1600 6 7 0.6
157 2900 1 13
HI masses are adjusted to the object distances given by Conti &
Vacca (1990). Not included are the data for the HI shells around
WR125 (no IRAS shell) and WR4 and WR132 (no good estimate of
shell mass available).
1 = from IRAS data presented in this paper. 2 = from Arnal (1992).
3 = from Cappa de Nicolau et al. (1986). 4 = from Cappa de Nicolau
& Niemela (1984). 5 = from Cappa de Nicolau et al. (1988). 6 =
from Niemela & Cappa de Nicolau (1991). 7 = from Dubner et ai.
(1990). 8 = from Marston (1995b).
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